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March means crunchier driveways and fuller bellies.
Oyster season!! One group got so excited they cut off
their own dredge.
There’s been quite a run of tuna in Foveaux Strait.
Sorry, put down your longlines and wasabi, I mean a
ground-up slurry of tuna aka berley, used to attract
white pointers for cage diving, shark tagging, and
filming. Reactions to the cage diving operation have
ranged from curiosity to consternation: in the next
issue we hope to hear from the cage dive camp.
Have you seen the show The Food Truck on TV
One? Its producers are mulling a trip down here to
interact with local families. So if you wouldn’t mind
being on TV and having Chef Michael Van de Elzen
get his paws on your family recipe, see back page.
Film crews here are working on an exciting new
show for Discovery Channel: Water Taxi Wars!
Just kidding… filmmakers are happy with
underwater footage taken in Paterson Inlet for the
new TV1 series Our Big Blue Backyard. Read about
the project on its Facebook page.
Proud SIRCET Trustees pose for a photo with a kiwi about to be released into
Thanks to Toi Rakiura for bringing us an outstanding
the Halfmoon Bay Habitat Restoration area that they work so hard to protect.
night of music: Bluesy rocking folksy band The
See more on page 8. Photo from Denise Hayes.
Eastern of Lyttleton performed at the Community
Centre last month and it was a great night (p10). I
don’t get out or socially excited much these days (if you’re ever
Visiting billionaires and their mega-yachts: Last month the Microsoft
hungover and a baby with a dirty nappy bounces on your head then you
guy, this month a hedge-fund investment guru. The 183-foot Alucia is a
know why) so I felt a bit out of it when I went to purchase their album
refurbished research vessel and her owner, scientific philanthropist
after the show. They were selling the vinyl records of my seventies
Raymond Dalio (named by Time as one of the top 100 most influential
youth! At first I perked up, thinking I’m not so old. Then I realized the
people last year) ensures it is used for research. In fact, the first footage
records are for the young hipsters and I am insanely old. It wasn’t until
of a live giant squid was taken from one of its exploration submersibles
the next day when I fumbled stupidly around my dongled-out house
last July. A couple of locals were fortunate enough to dine aboard… I
looking for a slot to stick my CD that I felt sort of relevant again. It’s a
hear Mr. Dalio and guests were impressed by the Big Glory oysters.
new trifecta of remember when: remember the rattle and snap as you
pulled your vinyl from its waxy sleeve; remember the weirdly sweet
Okay word nerds: we’ve had a barkentine (aka barquentine) here
chemical perfume of a new cassette tape… and remember the anticiparecently. Do you know what that is? There’s a photo inside.
tion and annoyance of slicing through the security tape to open your
new CD. Anyway eventually I found a place to play the thing and I
And now for some real and imaginary and berserk sport. Inside we’ve
recommend Hope and Wire. The title song is the inspiration and
got references to a sport with a history reaching back to the 12th
anthem for an upcoming series entitled Hope and Wire about
Century: see page 7 for our bowling green update. On page 6 there is a
post-quake Christchurch.
photo of a woman playing Toss the Poss (only on Stewart Island?).
Recently I stumbled upon a clip on YouTube (or Ooooh-tube as
Moby says) of a sport I never knew existed and it was enthralling
to watch. More proof I am ancient and “out of it” as snowkiting
has been around for years. Anyway go to OoohTube and type in
snowkiting if you want to see people literally flying up mountains.
Congratulations to Caity Kenny who set a new record at
Southland Champs Girls 14 High Jump 1.57m and a new personal
best of 1.61m!
Do you have any holes on your property? Please cover them up
because penguins, or Chris Dillon, might fall in. (If you want a
disgusting thrill look at Chris’ ear which got ripped off when he
fell in a hole while carrying a ladder.)

Whitetails on the lawn. Photo from Pat King, who shot this from her laundry window
around 4pm a few weeks ago. And I hear a local man recently shot a buck from his
bathroom window (but not with a camera…).

Head down to Halfmoon Bay on
Easter Sunday 31st March at 10.30 for
the Rugrats Easter Egg Hunt.
Bring your coins and appetite for
a sausage sizzle and cake stall.
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Moving
Yes I am moving.
Without Ted, and the grounds and house getting too much for me, I will be living in Invercargill from mid
April.
It is with sadness and excitement that I take this next step.
Sadness, because after 25years of living here out of forty four years of association, I am leaving a very special
community, the wonderful people in it and the special friends I have made who have supported me through
the good and sad times and helped me when I called to fix things or remove possums!!! A place that Ted loved,
called home, and was always glad to return to. A place our children and
grandchildren love and will return to holiday.
Memories of week-ends at Bravo Island and the Neck, trips up Paterson Inlet, to Port William, a round the
Island catamaran trip, a Mason Bay fly -in and walk out to the Freshwater landing with family, fishing trips,
paua and tuatua gathering, barbecues, local weddings. Involvement with C.W.I., Museum, St Andrew‘s, the
library, Health Committee and Patchwork groups; line dancing and Tai Chi, all thoroughly enjoyed.
The weather, which is central to all that we do, storms, big seas, auroras, sun rises and sun sets, and the
moonlight on the water. The bush walks, taking in the mosses, native orchids, trees, animal and bird life, all
will remain with me.
Excitement in that I can enjoy more concerts, ballets, and films and hope that many of you will visit and enjoy
a cup of tea or a meal with me.
A big thank you to everyone who welcomed us into your community and made us feel part of it, it is now time
for me to move on.
Margaret Rooney
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Stewart Island Museum
Over Easter 2013 there will be an exhibition showcasing
Stewart Island‘s rich legacy of Photography. The
Exhibition will be set up in the Community Centre and
will include photos dating back to 1876 showing the many
facets of Stewart Island History.
Most of the photographs are from our museum collection
but we have had some very interesting shots donated for
use as well. This is an opportunity to view reproductions
of rare and valuable photographs. Some of the photos will
be available to purchase via a ‗Silent Auction‘ which will
run throughout the exhibition.
Opening hours will be:
Saturday March 30th 7.30pm - 9.30pm
Sunday March 31st 10.00am - 4.00pm
Monday April 1st 10.00am - 12.00pm

We will be trialing some other movies at the Bunkhouse
Theatre to work out next season’s plans.
The first movie is Casablanca.
It will be shown on
Saturday 23 March & Wednesday 27 March at 7.30pm.
Tickets are $15.00 (Adults) and $13.00 (Seniors).
Bookings suggested, and can be made by dropping
into the theatre (10 Main Rd) or email us on
bunkhousetheatre@gmail.com.
Keep an eye out on the notice board or on our
Facebook page www.facebook.com/bunkhousetheatre
for further details.

$10.00 entry on Saturday entitles you to a complimentary
glass of wine and nibbles. Sunday and Monday entry will
be a gold coin donation at the door.

Casablanca
(PG) Dir. Michael Curtiz, 1943.

Tickets for the opening night will be available at the
Museum, Ship to Shore and the Post Office.

102m
With Humphrey Bogart,
Ingrid Bergman, Claude Rains

Bring your visitors along to view historical photographs of
our island.
Further information is available from
Raylene Waddell 2191 092

Considered one of the greatest
Hollywood classics of all time. In
World War II Casablanca, a
man is torn between choosing
love or virtue. Winner of three
Academy Awards.

Come join us Sat 23rd March 2pm
Stewart Island Pavilion
Board Games Day!
Including a Skip Bo Knockout Championship!

All welcome!
Bring some nibbles to share and
your favourite board game (Skip
Bo packs especially needed!)
BYO Drinkies, Tea & Coffee &
Cordial provided
Ring Vicki for any more info
0275 211 895
2191 498
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LETTERS
TRADING IN PUBLIC PLACES BYLAW
Two years ago the Community Board received a complaint from a
competitor about my handing out brochures at the Wharf. The
competition was upsetting this person. Accusations made in the letter
of complaint were not well founded.
Reluctantly a draft amendment to the Trading in Public Places Bylaw
was put forward by Council to satisfy the Community Board.
Submissions closed on the 14th January and a hearing was held on
the 6th March 2013. Of the 32 submission, 26 related to Stewart
Island.
It needs to be pointed out that a number of the submitters are competitors or family members of competitors or closely related to competitors. No written back-up was provided by the Community Board or
the Stewart Island Promotion Association in their 2 sentence submission, neither was there full public consultation in Stewart Island.
Implementing a by-law is a serious matter - thankfully Stewart Island
is not self-governing. Neither those who live here nor any nonresident ratepayer has the power collectively to make unreasonable or
discriminatory rules and laws that affect the wider public.
The contents of some of the submissions and comments made during
the hearing were clearly personal attacks aimed at me and my business. False and unfounded accusations, shameless, malicious lies.
I strongly deny the accusations against me. I am not an unprofessional person. I do not, nor have any of my staff harassed or forcibly
hoisted ourselves on any visitor to the Island. We have never
behaved aggressively towards visitors. Nor have we deliberately
followed people to their accommodation / restaurant after handing
them brochures to force them onto our tours.
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occasions we are being told by visitors that they are not being
informed about our tours through deliberate omission by some
accommodation providers and some booking offices. Surely this is
bad for the Island in general.
To say that I cause an obstruction or impinge on the safety of visitors
and locals is ridiculous to say the least. How can the submitters
suggest that all problems at the wharf can be put down to me. A
weak argument that can only be stretched so far and has been used to
remove me from the front of the ferry terminal, then behind the ferry
terminal.
Little concern seems to be voiced as to why the forklift needs to bring
baggage right to the junction of the wharf and road end. No questions
are raised as to why the Ferry company does not on a daily basis
supervise visitors or tell them where to stand or oversee them spill
over the containers for their bags whilst the forklift is still moving.
Why is it that accommodation providers or the many visitors are not
seen to be causing an obstruction and safety concern in areas that I
also stand. Why is there no concern that some accommodation
providers regularly drive-in after passengers have disembarked the
ferry and then try to weave their way amongst the crowd in the turning bay. Why are parking rules not applied strictly to some drivers or
the Ferry company that on many days parks day long in a 30 minute
parking zone, often forcing other operators to go down to the turning
bay. What about the accommodation providers that stop in the
middle of the road on a daily basis giving their clients a tour of the
village. Is this not hazardous and of concern for everyone's safety
and wellbeing.
Private wharf meetings haven’t resolved anything because of hidden
agendas and because the Community as a whole is excluded from
participating and providing feedback.
It will be interesting to see the chaos when and if 300+ to 2000
passenger cruise ships attempt to disembark their clients at Halfmoon
Bay Wharf - again without public consultation.

We have had many positive comments and in writing from visitors
who were glad to see us being proactive and glad to be offered a
choice. Visitors aren’t offered the full range of options in Stewart
Island and many visitors are fast becoming aware of this. On a daily
basis we are asked to give directions, suggest walks, where to eat,
how to find accommodation. We have given people free rides and
assisted elderly visitors. We have called on operators who have not
turned up to pick-up their guests.

Throwing stones at a small operator is a waste of time and resource,
when there are more important issues to deal with. Whether or not
there is any recognition, a great amount of good had been done by me
in the heavy investment in marketing, attending trade shows and
overseas fairs and regularly giving out free prizes. All this has
benefitted many operators including those who sadly only continue
to have negative things to say about me.

On cruise ship days, we have had many visitors both cruise ship and
non-cruise ship telling us that they have been informed that there are
no tours available or all tours are fully booked. On many other

Furhana Ahmad
Owner / Operator: Ruggedy Range™ Wilderness Experience and
Aihe Eco Charters & Water Taxi

—would love you
to mention about
the awesome idea
and carrying out
of the car wash
day at Halfmoon
Bay School. We
had our car and
truck done inside
and out, and felt
like real
townies going to
pick up our
vehicles after
they had been at
the Groomers!
from Joanne Leask

Ever get an email
from Sue Ford? She
faithfully submits
book reviews and
Councillor updates
to SIN, and I
always smile
reading her
accompanying notes
which are like little
bites of eCandy—
sweet, funny
reminders why this
is a good place to
live. Vicki obviously
feels the same: she
sent this recent
ramble because she
thought it was too
good not to share!
(Sue doesn’t mind.)
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Jed's Electrical
Fixing your stuff since 2001
•Domestic and Commercial
•New Connection Cables
•Temporary Power/Builders Box
•Freeview TV Installations

•Phone & Broadband
•Automotive & Marine Repairs
•Loan Fridge available
•Loan Water Pump available

•Water Tank Cleaning and Sanitising

•Water Deliveries

•Energy Efficiency Advice
•Alternative/Renewable Energy Systems

•Energy Efficient Light Bulbs
•Whiteware Repairs and Installation
•Treefellas. Trees trimmed and demolished.

Ph/fax 03 2191494 cell 027 4646147
jed.stewartisland@xtra.co.nz
202 Horseshoe Bay Rd, Stewart Island
How many seasons are too
late
When I’ve only got four
The years they just burn
down the timber
To stand at your door
I study the lines on your
face
And I drink to the spring
For September is my
saving grace
All juniper and gin
from song “North Wind”
album: Hope & Wire
band: The Eastern
lyrics: Jess Shanks

Baby Massage Course
For:
When:
Sessions:
Where:

Parents, grandparents,
carers etc
4th – 6th April
2hrs each day including
coffee break
Fire Station

Course instructor: Kath Macdonald
who is a registered occupational
therapist and works for SDHB in child
development
For more information on costs, what to
bring etc and to rsvp contact either
Kath Macdonald on 0272989288,
Debs Dillon 098
or Mary Chittenden 223

Hippety Hoppity Easter’s on its way…
Sarah Baird the Island Easter bunny!
Since June 2010, Lions Clubs have collected over 14
tonnes of old New Zealand Coins and foreign coins and
thousands of bank notes. The total collected is now close
to NZ$400,000 in legal tender and has benefitted over 65
young people. Just had a count up of the money Barry and
I have been collecting since the big appeal two years ago....
$28.75 of old NZ coins
$62.50 of current Australian coins
and over 1kg of foreign coins!
Imagine what we can do if people have a rootle around in
their money jars, drawers, under the bed...!
If you have any old out of date NZ coins, foreign coins or
notes, you can drop them off to me (or put them in the quiz
jar as that is where I find most of mine!) or to Barry at
Stewart Island Flights. We'll send them over to the mainland where they are sorted, recycled and cashed in!
If you'd like any more information please speak to a Lions
member or you can read more online:
www.lionsclubs.org.nz/What-Do-We-Do/Projects/HeadsUp-for-Kids
www.facebook.com/Headsupforkids
—Vicki Coats
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SIRCET Update
by Letitia McRitchie
SIRCET has been very busy preparing for and hosting our ten year celebration event. We were filmed for
CUE TV and also had an article in
the Southland Times promoting our
celebration. We ran a fundraising
raffle with four prizes. The raffle was
won by Marilyn Spinks, Toni O‘Brian,
Tony Anderson and Wendy Bailey.
Another fundraising initiative was to
run a Trademe raffle with a prize of a
Stewart Island holiday for two, with
transport, accommodation, food and
activities all included. The prize was
worth over $2000 and there was some
intense bidding with the winner paying $1220, a wonderful fundraising
initiative!
Our ten year celebration event was
Chris winds up the possum for a good toss at the target.
held on a sunny afternoon in Ian and
Philippa‘s shed at Ackers. Real Journeys provided the bus to get our guests to
the site and Bevan kindly volunteered to drive it. We had some lovely food, a
few drinks, short speeches and drew the raffle and some spot prizes. We had
some fun activities of Splat the Rat, Toss the Poss and Spear the Deer. The
rat proved too quick for many but Sharon was seen giving it a good wacking.
The possum (lovingly sown by Alina) got tossed far and wide, with Jed even
managing to get it in the only bucket of water for miles! The deer target
proved elusive for many, with some notable hunters maybe needing a bit
more target practices! It was a very enjoyable event and a way to mark the
hard work that has been undertaken by many of the community to keep SIRCET operating over the years, and in years to come!
Volunteer awards were also presented at the event with the prize winners
being:
Volunteer of the year: Karen Bowman
Supporter of the year: Ship to Shore
Funder of the year: Vicky Coats
Promoter of the year: Peter and Iris Tait
Trustee of the Decade: Jim Barrett
Swazi had very generously donated 25 beanies that were given out to prize
winners and outstanding volunteers over the years. They will help to keep
Denise looking very happy to be receiving a
heads toasty and warm while out checking traps. We also wanted to do someSwazi beanie, rain parka and overtrousers.
thing to thank
Denise for the
excellent work she does, often beyond the call of duty. She
is a wonderful asset for SIRCET! The incredibly generous
Clan at Swazi had donated a wonderful parka and overtrousers and Denise was the proud recipient of this tough
and durable rain gear. We hope that she will be dry and
warm while out there on the trap lines!

Jim performing the cutting of the cake.
The cake was made for us by Jo Leask.

SIRCET would like to thank all the sponsors of the raffle,
Trademe auction and of our event, your support was much
appreciated! Real Journeys, Bay Motels, Observation Rock
Cottage, Glowing Sky, The Fernery, Margaret Fairhall ,
Stewart Island Tees, Kelvin Hotel, South Seas Hotel,
Church Hill, Bird on a Pear, Maass Mussels, Department
of Conservation, Sails Ashore, Rakiura Charters and
Water Taxi‘s, E Hayes and Sons Ltd, Southern Adventure,
Ship to Shore, Swazi, CRT, RD1, Isla Bank Butchery,
Sanfords and Invercargill Brewery.
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RAKIURA MUSEUM
MATTERS
by Jo Riksem
It’s been a busy month. There have been
several acquisitions this past month but
I’d like to touch on a couple.
A photograph of boat “Toi” (it’s listed as
Toy in “Stewart Island Boats”) bought in
some interesting history with it. The
“Toi” was a 22ft clinker built, double
ended, snekke type boat bought out on
one of the mother ships (either the Sir
James Clark Ross (1) or the C.A. Larsen)
from Norway. Owners and skippers over
the years have been Leslie Kelly, who
had it in 1948, Clarrie Hawkins, Les
“Pumpwater” Hawkins, Norman “Pop”
Whipp, John Eriksson and Owen Eriksson. John bought it from Norman for £1
after it had sunk at the back beach of
Thule and made sure he got a receipt for
the sale. He then completely restored it
to its lovely condition that you see in the
photograph. It had a 8 hp Alisa Craig
motor which sometimes started and
sometimes didn’t so mast and sails were
added for when the engine failed. Owen
says the sails were used quite a bit. Unfortunately it’s no longer on the island
and was last seen in Te Anau in a derelict
state. Thanks to Owen for the information on the “Toi”.
We were also grateful to receive photocopies of Charles Traill’s letters from
Ulva Island during the years 1881-1883
to his daughter Ellen. This is a lovely
personal history of his life on Ulva Island
Stewart Island Bowling
Green Upgrade
by Margaret Hopkins

with many stories ranging on a wide
variety of subjects including a shipwreck to a lost man. Charles Traill
had the cutter “Ulva” built on Stewart
Island which was captained by William Joss. It was the first scheduled
service from Bluff to Stewart Island
and carried provisions and mail to
Ulva Island for his shop and post
office once a week. Charles would
run up a flag when the cutter was in
and from all over, people would come
to get their provisions and much anticipated mail. Many thanks to all our
donors.
Genealogical enquires: I believe hit a
record for the number of queries I had
come in including the families of Traill,
Lonneker (with the first boarding house
and pub), Acker (of Acker’s Point), Scollay (who owned Bay View Boarding
House and boat builder), Thomson (of
Greenvale Boarding House), Leask,
Goomes/Gomez, Rankin (of which Rankin St is named after), William Cook
(who built the first boat on Stewart Island
at Pegasus the “Joseph Hatch” and Von
Tunzelmann ( one of family members
can claim he was the first to step foot on
the mainland of Antarctica). There was
also a query on the Smokey Beach Wreck
and Silvertown (a town that never was a
town). We’re looking for the month (the
year was 1942) that Greenvale Boarding
House burnt down and also an early photograph of the house Ngahere. Can anyone help? It has been a pleasure to meet
so many relatives of past Stewart Islanders interested in their Stewart Island
roots.

Alister and Jan Eade have
been the driving force behind
the bowling green upgrade
and have raised thousands of
dollars through the sale of
Stewart Island fridge magnets which they make and
sell locally as souvenirs.
Generous sponsorship by
many residents, crib owners,
businesses and Stewart Is-

Work will begin in June this
year on ground preparation
for the upgrade of the Stewart Island Bowling Green.
After many years of fundraising there is
enough money in
hand to carry out the
The old bowling green in its heyday.
project this year and
it is hoped that the all
-weather artificial
turf will be laid and
ready for use this
summer. Four –five
rinks will be laid with
the remainder of the
area being set aside
for future development.
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“Toi” with Owen Eriksson on deck

Other items of interest: We wish our
newest trust member, Emma, congratulations on the arrival of her “latest acquisition,” Ellie Rose.
There was a good attendance at a community meeting on the 10th March regarding the archaeological survey undertaken
at the Whalers Base. Many thanks to Jim
Watt for being the museum representative at the meeting and at the site.
Two lovely booklets are now available at
the museum, produced by the New Zealand Native Orchid Group. One on Dorothy Jenkin’s Stewart Island Orchids and
the other on Elsie Smith’s Orchids. Only
a few available so don’t miss out. $10
each.
For more in-depth information join
Friends of Rakiura Museum with twice
yearly newsletters. Just email us at
stewartislandmuseum@southlanddc.govt.nz

or phone 03 2191-221

land friends has meant that
the project will be built almost entirely without grants
which impressed the Southland District Council allocations committee recently
when they granted $1800
towards the new green.
The original Stewart Island
Bowling green opened in the
1950s and
bowling was
a popular
activity
among residents and
visitors.
Upkeep of
the greens
was a very
time consuming job
and sometimes difficult job that

often fell to the older members of our community.
There has been a lot of interest from community members, crib owners and bowling clubs throughout the
South Island wanting to
come and hold tournaments
or play social games here on
the southernmost rink so
there will be spin-offs for the
wider community.
Southland is recognised as a
stronghold for bowls in New
Zealand and with Stewart
Island being an appealing
holiday destination it is likely that with a little bit of
promotion we can target
clubs to visit the Island for
weekend tournaments.
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DOC Spot Submitted by Sharon Pasco, Programme Manager
Community Relations / Field Centre Supervisor
National media exposure
Stewart Island / Rakiura has had some fabulous - positive - media exposure recently, but perhaps none more so than the primetime national television coverage of the recent kiwi release at
Harrold’s Bay.
The island was very fortunate to be chosen to host a group of
three Air New Zealand Green Team volunteers, who winged
their way from Auckland to Stewart Island/Rakiura, complete
with media entourage, to help with the local kiwi project and be
part of the official launch on February 22 for
the biodiversity work that is part of DOC's partnership with Air New Zealand.
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Didymo – invasive algae
Stewart Island/Rakiura waterways have so far escaped invasion
from the infamous freshwater algae didymo but the risk is real
and ever-present. Didymo could have a huge impact on Stewart
Island’s freshwater flora and fauna.
In February a visiting scientist observed a suspicious looking
algae growing in a tributary to Mill Creek. The algae looked
like didymo so was sent to NIWA for testing. Fortunately the
result was good this time. The algae was not didymo.*
First found in New Zealand in Southland in 2004, didymo
spread to many rivers in Southland and several throughout the

Kiwi from Ulva Island, as we have noted previously, are being moved to close known gaps in
the kiwi population close to the Rakiura Track,
while “replacement” birds are being sourced
from more remote areas of Stewart Island. This
is part of a plan to broaden the genetics of the
Ulva Island population while also releasing
more kiwi near the Rakiura Track.
This kiwi work is part of the DOC Air New
Zealand partnership project to enhance biodiversity values around the Great Walks. Air New
Zealand Green Team members give up their
own time and annual holiday allotment to participate in such projects.
Air New Zealand volunteers, Lauren Park
(Government and Corporate Sales), Captain
Chris Kriechbaum (Aviation Institute), and Michael Verwey (Technical Operations), were
Ranger Al Check transports kiwi to the release site, with assistance from
selected from the 2000-strong Air New ZeaAir New Zealand Green Team members.
land Green Team using the virtual equivalent of
names in a hat.
South Island. If you have fished or walked through rivers in
“An email came round inviting interest,” Chris says, “and we
Southland or other areas, you and your gear could have been in
three were the lucky ones!”
contact with didymo. Didymo is microscopic except when
blooming, and is often (and easily) unknowingly transported on
TV1 and the Southland Times were in attendance at the refishing, tramping and hunting gear which has been in contact
lease, as well as media minders from DOC and Air New Zeawith contaminated waterways. It has not yet reached Stewart
land. Both the Green Team and the kiwi performed beautifully,
Island and in order to keep the island free of didymo, anyone
the birds transported from Ulva Island and carefully carried in
travelling between the mainland and Stewart Island should alboxes to the release site. Adding to the buzz around the place,
ways check, clean and dry all gear that has been in contact with
Air New Zealand's four Great Walkers - Stephanie, Joel,
contaminated water. If you are moving items between waterToshitake and Richard - who had just walked the Rakiura Track, ways you must:
joined them at the release site, as well as a strong contingent of
locals and tourists. We would like to express our gratitude to
Check: Before leaving the waterway, look for obvious and
Real Journeys and Stewart Island Flights for generously providhidden clumps of algae attached. Leave them at affected site. If
ing buses and drivers to help overcome the logistical nightmare
you find any later, do not wash them down the drain, treat them
of transporting everyone to the release site! There were speechwith the approved cleaning methods below, dry them, and put
es and an opportunity to get up close and personal with the kiwi, them in a rubbish bin.
before a karakia helped ease the kiwi into their new territories.
Clean: Soak and scrub ALL items which have been in contact
The Air New Zealand Green Team scheme is building more
with contaminated water for at least one minute, with a 5% dishthan just a business partnership. It is building relationships and
washing liquid or salt solution. A 5% solution is 500mls or two
broadening awareness and understanding of conservation work,
large cups of dishwashing liquid or salt in a 1oL bucket of wasomething best gained through experiences like this. Michael’s
ter. More porous items such as neoprene waders may need a
parting words say it all: “It’s been amazing. The thing that will
longer period of soaking.
stay with me the longest is meeting and talking to some of the
most passionate and dedicated people I have ever met.”
Dry: If cleaning is not possible, allow the item to dry completely to the touch, and then leave for a further 48 hours.
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Stewart Island has unique and beautiful waterways which
must be kept free of didymo at all costs! By following the
simple steps above, we can ensure they remain this way.
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Photos from Denise Hayes, SIRECT

For further information contact Rakiura National Park Visitor Centre, 15 Main Road, Oban. Phone: 03 2190009. Email
stewartislandfc@doc.govt.nz
*The algae found was Phormidium, not uncommon in
ditches or drains such as this one and not known to be a
problem on the island, though is understood to be toxic if
ingested by dogs.
Other items in brief:
DOC staff brought forward the monthly trap check of Ulva
and followed it up with a second check a week later in response to a possible rat sighting on the island in February. A Escaping the media spotlight, this kiwi gets a helping hand to find a snug new bed.
vigilant charter operator immediately contacted DOC after
overhearing a conversation between passengers, when one men- burn drain and completed track trimming through to North Arm
tioned he had seen a rat while ashore on Ulva. DOC staff interhut.
viewed the visitor back in Halfmoon Bay and although he admitted to some doubt about what he had actually seen flit across the Twelve volunteers from the NZDA will assist with the installatrack, staff decided there was sufficient concern to warrant acti- tion of toilets at various campsites on hunting blocks around the
vating the response plan for a reported incursion. Happily we can North West Circuit this month and the Winton Vintage Machinreport that subsequent checks have not detected any evidence of ery Club is to provide volunteers to assist with maintenance of
rats on the island. We do however encourage everyone visiting
the Maori beach haulers and sawmill historic sites in April.
Ulva to continue to be extra vigilant and take particular care that
they don’t unwittingly transport any stowaways.
The Department has recently entered into a partnership with Dulux, which will provide paint for all DOC huts over the next 3
The main focus for the Visitor & Historical Assets team this past years. The first huts on the island to be painted under this new
month has been on structure maintenance of the boardwalked
scheme will be the Bungaree and Christmas Village huts, which
sections of track between Mason Bay and Freshwater Landing.
are scheduled to be painted in April.
While in the area the team also carried out repairs on the ScotSOMETHING’S COMING UP AT
RAKIURA/STEWART ISLAND!

Each year, the New Zealand Fire Service attends over 3,500 house fires.
In over 80% of those fires, smoke alarms were either not installed or not working.
Most fire fatalities occur in homes, mainly while people are sleeping when they
can’t smell smoke. Smoke alarms are the best possible defence you and your
family have from dying in a fire.
The New Zealand Fire Service recommends you install long-life photoelectric type smoke alarms in your home. They have a 10 year battery life.

These smoke alarms are available to locals and cribbies from the
Oban Volunteer Fire Brigade
HALF PRICE @ $20 each!!
For more information contact
Dale Chittenden Ph 2191223 hm or 2190012 wk

NORSKE FEIRING
Norway Celebration
April 4, 5 & 6 2014
Celebrating the 90th Anniversary of the
ship Sir James Clark Ross (Captain C.
A. Larsen) first entering Paterson Inlet
in April 1924.
Formally recognising the Norwegian
Whalers‘ Base (Kaipipi Shipyard) in
Paterson Inlet as a significant
Heritage Site.
Appreciating the enduring kinships,
friendships and legacies of Stewart Island‘s connection with Norway.
We would appreciate any contributions
in the way of ideas, photographs, etc. to
ensure the success of this weekend.
Contact Rakiura Museum at
(03) 2191-221 or

www.fire.org.nz

stewartislandmusum@southlanddc.govt.nz
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You can’t go home again. Five words, a succinct handful that
knocks around the skull and hammers at the heart. Novelist
Thomas Wolfe howled from the page You can’t go home again
and just about every moment of my waking life concurs.
But. Then again. A night of good music can bring me home.
Home in so many senses
of the word: default soul,
teens, twenties, ideals,
sins, memories, a feeling
of comfort and likemindedness, a harking
back to where I feel I
come from. At the Pub,
after the show, I was
trying to explain to Anna
why I had so much fun
watching The Eastern but
I couldn‘t quite articulate,
enunciate, explain…okay,
I couldn‘t quite talk. One
too many. (Don‘t worry, I
wasn‘t going to get behind
the wheel, I had my
running shoes and a
flashlight in my bag.)

sticking to beer all night because you‘re planning to run
home, even so, you catch a Whisky Tourette‘s syndrome).
We laughed through most of the night so I felt a bit mugged
when McGrath hooked into their new album‘s title song Hope
and Wire. The mood shifted drastically and a surprising
prickle of tears burned my eyes. Despite all the rollicking
hilarity, the Christchurch
earthquake is an elephant
in the room for this band
(for this country?) and the
longer they stayed and
played, the more I sensed
a jagged cartoon zigzag
creeping across the floorboards and plasterboard.

The Eastern perform a Warratahs cover as an encore.
Photo from Philipa Fraser-Wilson.

The Eastern puts on a
thoroughly entertaining show and they are such an energetic
menagerie of talent you‘d be happy if you were just watching
any one of them perform alone. The fiddler—(scratch the
image of a Russian guy in mothbally trousers)—buxom
lovely Anita Clark stands there placidly with a faint smile
touching her lips and a faraway look, then Jiminy Cricket!
she jams the instrument under her chin and her eyes roll
back in her head and you don‘t know much about fiddle
physics but you are seriously worried the bow thingy is going
to explode. Then there‘s John Hopley, the buttoned-down
bespectacled guy at the other end of the stage plucking away
at the giant double bass, sort of leaned up and rubbing
against the instrument like a maths teacher at a chalkboard,
and, weirdly, inappropriately, he‘s sexy too.

Frontwoman Jess Shanks is songwriter, singer and banjoist,
and you can‘t remember what she looks like because once she
opens her mouth it‘s all stimuli and soundings and you‘re
transported back and down to a place of lullabyes and love
tunes sad and sweet. Her lyrics are pure poetry (if the whole
band and Community Centre and too many beers dissolved
and you were left sober poring over the lyrics on the inside of
the CD cover… you‘d still be entertained) (See p5).
Jess is excellent tonic to frontman singer/songwriter/guitarand-harmonica player Adam McGrath. McGrath (no relation
to the Island‘s home-grown with same name) steers the band
through the evening, talking as much as he sings, playing so
hard he‘s pinging strings off his guitar and his clothes and
bushy ginger beard are dark with sweat (you start thinking
his thick black-framed glasses could do with a wee set of
windshield wipers). He is the rock to Jess‘s roll: belting out
songs, interrupting himself to tell the stories and politics behind the lyrics, jibing and teasing the audience and his bandmates, keeping the room jumping with rhythm and laughter.
It brought me home to why I love live music, brought me back
to my twenties in bars and clubs dancing to bands in a whisky
funk. (I swore I‘d write about this band without invoking
whisky because that‘s what every other reviewer has done…
but it‘s impossible: if you see The Eastern, even if you‘re
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The times they are a
changing she said that’s
all right
They ain’t ever changing
back
Well at least not tonight
I’ve never been sadder she
said you’re a liar
Put yourself back together
With hope and wire
—lyrics by Adam McGrath

The Eastern comes from Lyttelton, and even though they
have played for years before the quake, inevitably their new
stories and lyrics mine the pain of post-earthquake
Christchurch. At one point, McGrath asked the audience if
any of us was feeling sad or heartbroken and then he laughed
at our lack of response. He reckoned this must be a great
place to live, as everywhere else he goes there‘s all sorts of
wretched people at his shows but here everyone just shrugs
and says they‘re doing fine. The Eastern‘s presence in the
bright airy space of our intact Community Hall, amongst all
of us Islanders doing just fine, wasn‘t quite a rebuke, but it
was edgy. They brought me home to a city destroyed, a
population traumatized, the terror and awe of a skyline
disappeared and a place forever changed. And it made me
think how lucky I am that this is my home.
After the show I went to the Pub and joined the McGraths
(Adam and Stefan) (not related) and the fiddler and a bunch
of the audience and I was a good girl, I didn‘t drink whisky,
but it didn‘t matter, I don‘t get out much these days, and
eventually I couldn‘t quite explain things to Anna. (Am I
repeating myself?)
You can‘t go home again. Five words. Knocked skull.
Hammered heart. Whisky default soul. (Oh gosh, maybe I did
have a sneaky wee dram?)... Friday and McGrath got on the
broken Pub guitar and got crooning and the spin it got
rooming and the next thing I know I was trotting up
Horseshoe Bay Road in the dark.
A truck rumbled up alongside me, as it does on Stewart
Island. I recognized the fiddler and a bunch of locals on the
back. Adam McGrath, The Eastern‘s frontman, was driving.
JUMP THE [BLEEP] ON somebody barked (probably Vicki).
And I did.
And they took me home.

—Jess Kany

To read more about this band or to order their music
go to www.forteastern.com
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Councillor Ford carrying out business from up in the clouds. Maybe he took this
iCloud business a little bit too seriously! from Margaret Hopkins

RAKIURA RIDDLE
I’m in the
sea
I start with
cee
You like to
see
me out of
sea
(You like me lots
In your pots)
Like cee I can be soft and hard
(My crunchy bits you just discard)
I’m from le mer that’s French for sea
We say yes the French say oui
All round the world they all want me
I start with cee I’m from the sea
Seafood restaurant, Spanish guy
I’m on offer
what’s he reply?
How does the Spaniard say yes
When he’s offered my goodness?
One word which doesn’t start with
cee
He wants langosta he says

SI!
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STEWART
ISLAND
GARDEN CIRCLE

OBAN
PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH CHATTER
– Jo Riksem
With the help of Rakiura
Museum, I’m going to
start sharing some old
photos of the church and
it’s buildings over the
years so you can see the
changes that have happened not only to the
church but also the area
around it Next year will
see us celebrate our 110th
Anniversary and we’d
This is the Sunday School in front of the first manse about 1898 on
some land called “The Glebe”
like you to start digging
There’s some children from the family of Leask, Hansen, Jensen,
into those photograhs of
Hicks, and Leask to name a few. Can you pick them out?
yours that show the
church or occasions that
have happened in the church. If you still
28 April - Rev Karl Lamb – Karl is minister
want the photo we can then scan it and get it
of Lakeside Te Anau parish. They have
back to you to create a special file for our
recently extended their buildings because of
special year in 2014. Stories are welcome
a growing congregation in the Te Anau
too. Contact me at 03 2191-230 or
Presbyterian Church. Karl and Lynley are
jariksem@clear.net.nz Also if you want
taking a break to celebrate their wedding
the list of all the children in the above photo
anniversary, and looking forward to spendlet me know.
ing that time on Stewart Island.
In April we welcome a lovely mixture of
people to our pulpit and manse. We’re
blessed to have such a variety of people
coming to Stewart Island.

If you’d like a visit from any of these ministers while they’re here you can contact them
at the manse at 2191-339. They’re all excited to be on Stewart Island.

April 7 – Deborah Bower -Deborah has
over sixteen years experience in biblical
based preaching, pastoral supervision, mentoring/pastoral care, and spiritual formation.
She has worked across all streams of Christian expression, and with various groups.
Deborah has a passion for opening up the
scriptures to reveal the heart and character
of God. Deborah holds a PhD in Theology
from Otago University. She has spent over
five years teaching aspects Old and New
Testament studies at both Bible College
(Dunedin Campus), and at Otago university.
Currently she moderates the “Introduction to
the NT” paper for EIDTS (Ecumenical Institute of Distance Theological Studies). Deborah lives in Queenstown, New Zealand
with her husband Gordon, and worships at
the Wakatipu Community Church
(Presbyterian), where she is an ordained
elder.

We know there have been many in the community facing all sorts of pain and sickness.
You’re in our thoughts and prayers. Don’t
hesitate to let us know if we can help in any
way. Saturdays between 11:30 and 12 noon
there is a prayer meeting at the home of
Coral Hotchkiss, 2 Nichol Rd. All are welcome or if you need prayer for any reason
just phone Coral at 03 2191-230 or Raylene
at 03 2191-092.

14 April – Bruce Fraser – Bruce is a regular
to the church and the community. Down to
earth, easy to listen and talk to. Bruce’s
official title is Mission Advisor to the Synod
of Otago and Southland. He and his wife
Beverley are smitten by Stewart Island and
will be coming on a regular basis (about
every two months).

Easter Services are:
29 March Good Friday – 7:30 – 8:00 pm

21 April - Phil Melgren – Phil is an Elder at
Windsor Community Church in Invercargill.
He works for the Inland Revenue Department. He is very interested in photography,
especially lizards and skinks and has won
awards at the National Photographic Competitions.

The church is open every day. Do feel welcome to come and enjoy it’s peace and
beauty.

Update on renovations – The drive is now
paved making access to the church easier.
We’d like to thank Jarrod and his team for
their great work. Power of print saw an
offer to take down our old sheds which
we’re very thankful for.
It’s great to see more “new little Stewart
Islanders” showing up. Big thanks to Ship
to Shore for keeping us informed

31 March Easter Sundy – 11:00 - 12 noon
Regular Services are – 11:00 - 12 noon each
Sunday followed by a cup of tea and goodies!

from Jenny Gell

Garden Circle’s next meeting will
be at “Anchorstone”
Horseshoe Bay Road,
at 2.0pm Thursday 11th April.

Above: Michael Squires.
Below: The fishing vessel Titan recently
remodelled by boatbuilding firm Miller
& Tunnage at Port Chalmers. A new,
larger wheelhouse has been fitted which
provides for galley & dining area above
deck. New bunks have been fitted in the
focsle and skipper / owner Michael
Squires is very pleased with the result.
Originally built in Picton by Morgan's
Boatyard in 1973 the Titan was
lengthened a few years ago to better suit
the needs of cray fisherman Michael.
Photos and text from
Margaret Hopkins
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Anzac Day Commemorations 2013
25th

April, the day of remembrance for the fallen of all wars, but specifically commemorating
the day Australian and New Zealand Army Corps (ANZACs) landed at Gallipoli in 1915.

Poppy Day

Friday 19th April

Poppies will be available outside Ship to Shore
The poppy reminds us of sacrifices made – both past and present. Poppies were the first flowers that
grew in the battlefields of Flanders in Belgium during World War One and are a symbol of remembrance and
hope. The Poppy Day street collection is held each year on the Friday before Anzac Day. RSA volunteers exchange
distinctive red poppies for a donation to the Poppy Appeal.

Anzac Day

Thursday 25th April

0700 hrs

Parade will assemble outside shop

0715hrs

Parade to the memorial & ceremony

Any members of the public are welcome to make and lay a wreath.
The public are also welcome to march in the Parade especially if family members have been
involved in the Armed Services.
This year it looks as though representatives from the NZ Defence Force, a Salvation Army
band, and a bugle player will be attending our local ceremony.
After the parade everyone is welcome to adjourn to the RSA pavilion in Ayr St for refreshments. Scones, tea, coffee and rum toddies on offer.
I know oysters are best raw
but some of them are so big they‘re
daunting! Here‘s a quick cocktail sauce to go with
fried oysters: a splurt of tomato sauce, a dollup of
horseradish sauce, and a big squidge of lemon juice. Mix.
Jo Leask sent this photo of the Fire Brigade rescuing Jeff Dawson‘s boat which
had made an unplanned nosey beneath Halmoon Bay Wharf. Happily for Jeff
(and unhappily for the oysters) the engine has been flushed and the Nimrod is
fully recuperated, once again prowling Foveaux Strait.

Newly refurbished and beautiful
Spirit of New Zealand paid us a visit last month.
Considered the world‘s busiest youth ship, this
three-masted barquentine is at sea 340 days a year.
Photo from Margaret Hopkins
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BOOK REVIEW from Sue Ford
―The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo‖ by Stieg Larsson
I finished Martin‘s ―A Dance with Dragons‖, penultimate book in ―A Song of Ice & Fire‖ series. Again, if
you value epic storylines, please do read the series. The
main characters to date? Without giving much away:
Lady Catelyn is dead – sort of; Jon Snow is one of the
few to realise that the threat from beyond The Wall
makes ‗the game of thrones‘ immaterial; Sansa is about
to be married under an assumed name; Arya seems to
be training as some kind of magical sect priestess;
Jaime has a better understanding of his treacherous
twin sister and seems to be developing a conscience;
Queen Cersei, that sister, has been publicly humiliated
beyond recovery – yeah, right; ‗The Imp‘ – Tywin Lannister – finds himself captive and on his way to meet
the Dragon Queen; Dany is in trouble - her captured
city ruined, her dragons turned feral, and the only one
that she can fly won‘t go where she wants him to; Bran
is turning into a tree (look, you have to read the books!);
Rikkon has completely disappeared from the pages but
I don‘t trust Martin... To coin an ―Ice & Fire‖ saying:
‗Winter is coming!‘ – and hopefully, ―Winds of Winter‖
will be here in time for my winter reading. Meanwhile,
I‘m reading Stieg Larsson – talk about a sea-change!
Or is it? Strong women, resilient children, charming
male heroes, suspense in a series....
Recommended reading for thriller lovers: ‗The girl‘ herself, Lisbeth Salander, makes a modest entry into the
book (first of The Millenium Trilogy), but becomes pivotal in the expose of two major mysteries. She‘s a computer freak with a photographic memory; Blomkvist is
a reporter, out to expose corruption. The Mafia-like
Wennerstrom company is almost Blomkvist‘s downfall
but our hero intends to get his own back. The once-
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powerful, family-run Vanger Corporation and its poisonous family is a thriller running on parallel lines and
with its roots in the 1960‘s and the disappearance of 16year old Harriet Vanger – what happened to her? The
way that Larsson hangs together these apparently disparate characters and events and weaves Lisbeth into
the mix as well is very clever indeed. Though essentially a psychological thriller, there are parts of the story
that require a strong stomach and an acceptance of
barely imaginable brutality as the depths of depravity
of some so-called humans is plumbed.
In relationships, Blomkvist is charming, charismatic,
and isn‘t in love with Lisbeth, just ‗in like‘. Traumatised Lisbeth doesn‘t ‗do‘ relationships - imagine her
ambivalence once she realises she‘s fallen for him? And
that opens the doors wide for the equally gripping sequels. ―The Girl Who Played with Fire‖ is absorbing;
the last book in the trilogy, ―The Girl Who Kicked the
Hornets Nest‖ ties off the loose ends in spectacular
fashion. It does seem to me that Larsson is developing
his characters as he writes – in ―Dragon Tattoo‖,
Lisbeth and Blomkvist both struck me as being 2dimensional and strangely bland, considering the extreme lives they lead. It is otherwise clever, tense and
(almost) believable. I don‘t mean to damn with faint
praise, but it‘s hardly Pulitzer stuff or worth the media
hype. It is a good thriller, different and with a believable plot and surprise endings, a mark of a good thriller.
The 2nd and 3rd books are brilliant and I‘ll be able to
give you more of a plot run-down to whet your appetite
in April‘s SIN without spoiling the story – you‘ll have
read ‗Dragon Tattoo‘ by then and know the themes and
which characters I‘m talking about. BUT I‘m definitely
giving series‘ a rest and seeking refuge in Dickens
again for a while!

Some things will never change. Some things will always be the same. Lean down your ear upon the
earth and listen.
The voice of forest water in the night, a woman's laughter in the dark, the clean, hard rattle of raked
gravel, the cricketing stitch of midday in hot meadows, the delicate web of children's voices in bright
air--these things will never change.
The glitter of sunlight on roughened water, the glory of the stars, the innocence of morning, the smell of
the sea in harbors, the feathery blur and smoky buddings of young boughs, and something there that
comes and goes and never can be captured, the thorn of spring, the sharp and tongueless cry--these
things will always be the same.
All things belonging to the earth will never change--the leaf, the blade, the flower, the wind that cries
and sleeps and wakes again, the trees whose stiff arms clash and tremble in the dark, and the dust of
lovers long since buried in the earth--all things proceeding from the earth to seasons, all things that
lapse and change and come again upon the earth--these things will always be the same, for they come
up from the earth that never changes, they go back into the earth that lasts forever. Only the earth
endures, but it endures forever.
The tarantula, the adder, and the asp will also never change. Pain and death will always be the same.
But under the pavements trembling like a pulse, under the buildings trembling like a cry, under the
waste of time, under the hoof of the beast above the broken bones of cities, there will be something
growing like a flower, something bursting from the earth again, forever deathless, faithful, coming into
life again like April.
—Thomas Wolfe, “You Can’t Go Home Again”

Nicolette didn‘t see dirty old road cones, she saw big
empty flower vases waiting to be filled. Thanks Nic, this brightened
up our day! Photo from Margaret Rooney

WWW.STEWART-ISLAND-NEWS.COM
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Shop Talk
by Jules Retberg
Just when you yeast expect it - Kiwis in sticky situation with British Marmite!
Coco Pops at the table with the kids, toast and marmalade leaning against the bench, boiled egg
and soldiers sitting in bed, Red Stripe pie on the run, or coffee and a cigarette in the garden;
however you enjoy the most important meal of the day, breakfast for the past year has been missing a vital ingredient for some people - MARMITE!
According to Sanitarium, New Zealand’s Marmite manufacturer and distributor, it will be back on
our supermarket shelves on 20th March. Expect much media hoo-haa and pun overload!
What a lot of people don’t know is that 1,908 jars of British Marmite have been guests of New
Zealand Customs Service while a wrangle over the Marmite name was being settled.
Sanitarium has the exclusive right to the Marmite name in Australasia. Unilever, manufacturers of
the (original recipe!) British Marmite cannot use the “Marmite” name in Australia and New Zealand
(it can be sold as “Our Mate”) although Sanitarium can sell New Zealand Marmite as “Marmite” in
the UK. Confused? Keep reading.
Unilever released a special edition of the black stuff last year to commemorate the Queen’s
Diamond Jubilee, called Ma’amite. 1,908 jars were sent to New Zealand to be sold at outlets of
UK imported products but because the word “Marmite” was on the back of the jars they were not
permitted to be sold here. Last month Sanitarium and a UK importer reached an agreement for
the jars to be re-labelled so that the word “Marmite” doesn’t show, enabling them to be sold here.
I’m intrigued by the significance of 1,908 jars though. British Marmite began
manufacture in 1902. New Zealand Marmite began manufacture in 1919.
But Sanitarium obtained the sole rights to distribute the product in New
Zealand in ... 1908. Maybe I’ve just been reading too much about the
damned stuff.
So once Marmite is back on the shelves and we’ve had our fill of Marmite on
toast and Marmite sandwiches, what else can be done with it? Lots of
people have it in a cheese sandwich; I’ve heard it makes a good stock to go
with spaghetti; in Malaysia apparently it goes well with shellfish; a British
chef even made a dessert of coffee ice cream with chocolate sauce and a smidge of Marmite - by
accident or design I’m not sure.
By the way, British Marmite is gluten-free!

Jules

Please note Monday 25th March the Ship to Shore Four Square will close at 4:00pm for stocktake.
We re-open at 7:30am on Tuesday 26th March as normal.
Easter opening hours:

FRIDAY 29TH MARCH
SATURDAY 30TH MARCH
SUNDAY 31ST MARCH

9:00am to 7:00pm
7:30am to 7:00pm
7:30am to 7:00pm
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Parents
Heather & Phil
Welcome
Sage Lyn Brooks

Parents
Leah & Matt
Welcome
Meadow Belle Hare
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Parents
Emma & Ty
Welcome
Ellie Rose Jenkinson

Parents
Jess & Yoyo
Welcome
Jai William Nic Airey

Murphy‘s Day 2013. Ian Munro is now the new Potato President.
Photo from Vicki Coats

Have you got a famous family recipe??

Retro-fit Double Glazing into Existing Homes
Professional tradesmen, friendly service

03 214-0918

We are looking for families to participate in a
new show with TV One’s The Food Truck
chef Mike Van de Elzen and would love to
have Stewart Island represented!
If you have a recipe that is world famous in
your family and you might be keen to share
it as part of this new show then please email
Shelley on shelley@twoheads.co.nz
Filming will take place later this year and will
be great fun!

Cnr Bill Richardson Drive and Fox Street
Stewart Island News is published on a monthly basis as material permits.
Please send articles and enquiries to Jess at
PO Box 156, Stewart Island News, HMB Post Office
or to editor@stewart-island-news.com
If you wish to have Stewart Island News posted to you or a friend, please fill out
this form and forward it with a cheque made payable to ―Stewart Island News‖ to
P.O. Box 156, Stewart Island. The cost is as follows:
12 issues to an Oban address or Internet address $24
12 issues to other New Zealand address $30
12 issues to international address $54
Name of Recipient:__________________________________________________________
Address____________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________

Advertise in the

Stewart
Island
News
This little paper ends up in
most island households and is
sent to over 150 bach owners,
former residents, and other
subscribers around the
country and the world.
Dozens of visitors see this too.
So tell all of those people
about your business!
Contact editor for rates.
editor@stewart-island-news.com

